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MISSION STATEMENT

Cooper Point Journal: Governance Documents

Operations and Ethics: History and description

In 1993 student leaders in student media, their advisors and college administrators
agreed The Evergreen State College's policy on student media needed an overhaul.
In particular for the Cooper Point Journal the objective was to remove from the policy
even a whiff that someone other than the student newspaper's editors and business
manager had complete authority over and responsibility for the non-advertising and
advertising content of the newspaper. Also, the policy at that time detailed such things as
the position description and selection process for the editor-in-chief and advisor and the
CPJ budget process, all of which included required approval from a then-existing board of
media persons from off campus, college administrators, faculty, college staff members,
media advisors, student media leadership and a couple of students at large. The authority
of that board seemed to conflict with a student-centered student activity organization and
with the sovereignty of the student newspaper. Everyone recognized and agreed, however,
that in ridding the college policy of details about CPJ operations the CPJ would then need
its own governance document, which the new college policy could refer to as the guiding
policy of the CPJ as an organization and as a newspaper. In Spring 1993, CPJ student
leadership not only drafted the proposed new college policy on student media but made a
list of what the governance document should address. The current list of contents for
Cooper Point Journal: Operations and Ethics almost mirrors that initial list. For all of 199495 and most of 1995-96 students engaged in the intellectual and philosophical rigors of
creating what in effect would be the constitution of the Cooper Point Journal.
Cooper Point Journal: Operations and Ethics is a living document. Portions that have
become obsolete are excised and as new matters that need addressing emerge portions
are added, all by students engaging in a process prescribed by Operations and Ethics that
includes examining the pros and cons of amendments and reaching a consensus decision.
Provided here are downloads of each section of the Cooper Point Journal's Operations and
Ethics in Word format.
I. General statement of philosophy
II. Freedom of the Press
III. Forum for free expression
IV. Ethics Code
V. Responsibility
VI. Publication Criteria
VII. Opinion: Viewpoint, Analysis, Reviews
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VIII. Editorials
IX. Use and Protection of Confidential Sources
X. Copyright
XI. Editing
XII. Corrections
XIII. Complaints and Controversy About Content
XIV. Unauthorized Alteration and Theft
XV. Advertising
XVI. Distribution and Subscriptions
XVII. Sponsorship
XVIII. Revisions, Policymaking and Decision Making
XIX. Organization Members and Newspaper Contributors and Staff
XX. Description of Positions of Responsibility
XXI. Appointment and Tenure
XXII. Accountability and Consequences
XXIII. Equipment
XXIV. Meetings
XXV. Flag
www.evergreen.edu/cpj/

Business phone: (360)867-6054

News phone: (360)867-6213
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